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with compressional wave velocities of 9.87, 7.73, and
8.65 km/s in the a, b, and c directions, respectively (Verma
1960) .

For the past several years, we have conducted an extensive
sampling program throughout the ultramafic rocks of the Bay
of Islands ophiolite complex in western Newfoundland in order
to determine whether preferred mineral orientation and seismic
anisotropy are present and of sufficiently regional extent to be
observed over refraction paths of the length employed at sea to
observe mantle anisotropy (>20 km). The Bay of Islands Com-
plex was chosen for this study because (1) it is one of the few
complexes in the world large and complete enough to allow
such a test, (2) the presence of well developed sheeted dikes
provides a structural reference frame within which the fabrics
can be oriented with respect to the spreading direction, (3) the
ultramafic rocks in the complex are well exposed, and (4)
extensive mapping indicates that the complex is relatively un-
complicated by faulting (Smith 1958~Williams 1973) and has
not been affected by regional metamorphism (Williams and
Malpas 1972~Casey et al. 1981).

Christensen and Salisbury (1979) presented olivine petro-
fabrics for 17 ultramafic tectonites and gabbros from North
Arm Mountain and Table Mountain (Fig. 1) and demonstrated
that (1) the ultramafic rocks in both massifs display a strong a
axis concentration subparallel to the plane of the Mohorovicic
discontinuity and either a b-c girdle or orthogonal band c axis
concentrations perpendicular to a; (2) the fabrics are remarj,(-
ably uniform throughout each massif but are rotated with re-
spect to each other by as much as 40°; (3) at least in North Arm
Mountain, where the fabrics could be oriented with respect to
the sheeted dikes, the a axes lie parallel to the spreading direc-
tion, and the compressional wave velocity anisotropy is consis-
tent in direction and magnitude with that observed in the
oceanic mantle; and (4) the ultramafic rocks within North Arm
Mountain and Table Mountain are completely tectonized.
Finally, and somewhat to our surprise, we observed that the
basal olivine gabbros immediately overlying the ultramafic
rocks are also tectonized and display the same olivine fabric as
the underlying ultramafic rocks. These observations are in
agreement with the conclusion of Nicolas and Prinzhofer
(1983) that the uppermost ultramafic rocks of many ophiolites
represent highly depleted tectonites of residual rather than mag-
matic cumulate origin.

In this paper, we present new olivine petrofabric data for 25
ultramafic and mafic samples from Blow Me Down Mountain
and the Lewis Hills, three new petrofabrics from the western
ultramafic limb of North Arm Mountain, and composite fabric
diagrams for all four massifs. With these data and a knowledge
of the elastic constants of olivine and their pressure derivatives
(Verma 1960; Kumazawa and Anderson 1969), it is possible to
compute the compressional and shear wave velocity as a func-
tion of direction for each sample and then compute composite
velocity diagrams for each massif. From a comparison of such
diagrams for all four massifs, it can be demonstrated that the
seismic anisotropy observed in the Bay of Islands Complex is
consistent in magnitude, direction, and scale with that observed
in the oceanic upper mantle and is similar to the anisotropy
observed in many ultramafic tectonites believed to have origi-
nated in the upper mantle (Peselnick and Nicolas 1978;
Christensen 1984). In addition, and of prime importance, the
new fabric data also provide previously unrecognized informa-
tion on the structure of the Bay of Islands Complex and a model
for upper mantle seismic anisotropy.

Olivine fabrics

The Bay of Islands Complex (Fig. 1)consists of four klippen
of late Cambrian oceanic crust thrust over clastic sediments and
carbonate platform deposits of early Cambrian to middle
Ordovician age (Williams 1971; Jacobsen and Wasserberg
1979). Although the northernmost massif, Table Mountain,
only displays a thin section of gabbro overlying ultramafic
tectonites, the North Arm Mountain and Blow Me Down mas-
sifs appear to be nearly complete, with pillow basalts and
sheeted dikes overlain by parallochthonous clastic marine sed-
iments at the top of the section, gabbros at intermediate levels,
and ultramafic tectonites at the base (Williams 1971, 1973;
Casey and Kidd 1981). The southernmost massif, the Lewis
Hills, is more complex, with a thin unit of gabbro, dunite, and
peridotite on the east, a unit composed of metagabbro, meta-
diorite, and east-west-trending sheeted dikes on the west, and
a 3-4 km wide, north-south-trending shear zone separating
the two (Karson 1982). The shear zone has been interpreted as
an oceanic transform fault and may once have been continuous
with the Little Port Assemblage extending to the north-
northeast along the coast (Karson and Dewey 1978).

In plan view, the crustal section of the Blow Me Down
Massif appears to be exposed in a syncline with an attenuated

.
northwest limb. As on North Arm Mountain, a well developed,
subvertical sheeted dike complex striking 45° to the northwest
provides an important structural reference frame.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, we examined the olivine fabrics in
17 field-oriented samples from Blow Me Down Mountain.
Thirteen of the samples were ultramafic rocks collected along
two parallel but widely separated traverses extending down
section from the crust-mantle boundary into the ultramafic
rocks. The remaining four samples consisted of one ultramafic
rock (sample 214A) collected on the southwest limb of the
massif as a structural check, two gabbros (39A and 58) col-
lected near the base of the gabbro unit, and a plagioclase
peridotite (28) collected near the top of the ultramafic section.

In addition to these samples, we collected eight field-
oriented ultramafic samples at widely dispersed locations in the
eastern half of the more complex terrain mapped by Smith
(1958), Williams (1973), and Karson (1982) in the Lewis Hills
in order to check for lateral heterogeneity and to compare the
olivine fabric with that of the other massifs. Since dikes are not
present in this portion of the Lewis Hills, however, the samples
can only be oriented with respect to the trend of the shear zone
and the sheeted dikes to the west. Finally, we collected three
new ultramafic rock samples (201C, 202A, and 203C) from the
west limb of North Arm Mountain for structural interpretation
purposes. As in North Arm Mountain and Table Mountain, the
ultramafic rocks from Blow Me Down Mountain and the Lewis
Hills are strongly serpentinized. Since serpentinization appears
to take place statically either during or after emplacement (e.g.,
Wenner and Taylor 1973; Margaritz and Taylor 1974), the
original fabric may be reconstructed using universal stage tech-
niques if sufficient relict olivine grains are present in each
sample. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the results of these mea-
surements for the samples collected and discussed above from
Blow Me Down Mountain, the Lewis Hills, and North Arm
Mountain, respectively. Each fabric diagram shows orientation
data for 100 grains using the contouring method described by
Kamb (1959). The fabrics are presented relative to a horizontal
reference frame (i.e., plan view) with North marked on each
diagram. Composite fabric diagrams using the same reference
frame are shown for each massif in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 1. Location of samples used for petrofabric studies from the Bay of Islands ophiolite complex: ., this study; ., Christensen and Salisbury
(1979). Dashed lines show locations of crustal seismic velocity profiles discussed for (1) Blow Me Down Mountain (Salisbury and Christensen
1978) and (2) North Arm Mountain (Christensen and Salisbury 1982). Simplified geology after Williams (1973), Casey and Kidd (1981), and
Karson (1982).

The individual petrofabrics shown in Fig. 2 and the com-
posite fabric shown in Fig. 5 for the Blow Me Down ultramafic
rocks display a remarkably uniform orientation throughout
most of the section: the olivine a axes form well defined max-

ima that strike northwest-southeast and dip about 30° to the
northwest, the b axes dip about 70° to the southeast, and the c
axes lie subhorizontally and strike northeast- southwest. To-
ward the base of the section (samples Nl3 and Nl4) and inter-
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FIG. 2. Equal-area, lower hemisphere projections of [100], [010], and [001] axes of olivine plotted as Kamb diagrams for samples from the
southeast limb of Blow Me Down Mountain, in order of increasing depth. Samples 120, 121, 123, and 124 are from the southern traverse shown
in Fig. I; the remaining samples are from the northeast traverse. Sample 214A from the southwest limb of the massif is also shown for
comparison. Dashed great circle in gabbros shows mean orientation of sheeted dikes. Projection contoured in 20"intervals, with the lowest contour
= 40";0" = 2.75; E = 30";counting area A = 0.083; N = 100 for each sample.

mittently at higher levels (samples 26 and 190), the symmetry
changes, with the a axes dipping 30° to northwest, as before,
but with the band c axes now forming weak girdles about the
a axes. Since the a axis orientation remains constant throughout
the section and parallel to the spinel lineations reported in the
Blow Me Down ultramafic rocks (Girardeau 1979), the two
fabrics appear closely related.

Since the sheeted dikes on Blow Me Down Mountain are
subvertical and strike to the northwest, we had anticipated that
the olivine a axes in the ultramafic tectonites would be aligned
perpendicular to the dikes and strike to the northeast, sub-
parallel to the plane of the Mohorovicic discontinuity, as ob-
served on North Arm Mountain (Christensen and Salisbury
1979). As can be seen in Figs. 2 and 5, however, the a axes lie
approximately in the plane of the dikes. On the other hand, the
olivine in the gabbros immediately above the gabbro-
ultramafic contact (samples 58 and 39A) displays a strong
tectonite fabric in which the a axes are aligned perpendicular to
the dikes and the band c axes form maxima in the plane of the
dikes, whereas the ultramafic rock sampled along the contact
(sample 28) shows a fabric that is inconsistent with those ob-
served in either the gabbros or the underlying ultramafic
tectonites.

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the composite olivine fabric in the
samples from the Lewis Hills is similar to that observed on

Blow Me Down Mountain: the a axis concentration strikes
northwest-southeast and lies subparallel to the plane of the
Mohorovicic discontinuity, which in this instance is sub-
horizontal. If the individual fabric diagrams in Fig. 3 are exam-
ined, however, it is clear that the fabrics change in intensity and
direction in the center of the massif. The a axis concentration
strikes almost due north in the sample taken farthest to the east
(172) but shifts to the northwest toward the center of the massif
(220A), with two of the intermediate samples (174 and 175)
actually displaying bimodal axis concentrations. Interestingly,
the fabrics in the ultramafic rocks sampled nearest the proposed
transform fault (samples 221 and 222) are only weakly devel-
oped (Figs. 1, 3).

Finally, the fabrics shown in Fig. 4 for the west limb of
North Arm Mountain (samples 203C, 201C, and 202A) show
the same symmetry as that found on the southeast limb
(Christensen and Salisbury 1979) but with a different orien-
tation. The olivine a axes again lie approximately in the plane
of the gabbro-peridotite contact, but this contact now strikes
north-northwest and is subvertical (Fig. 1), and the b axes
strike northeast. Since this orientation pattern and that found in
the southeast limb (Fig. 5) are consistent with exposure in a
syncline, we conclude that the entire section has been folded.
It should be noted, incidentally, that the situation is quite dif-
ferent on Blow Me Down Mountain. Although the outcrop
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pattern again suggests exposure in a syncline, the olivine fabric
in sample 214A (Fig. 2), collected along the southwest limb of
Blow Me Down Mountain, is similar to that observed in the
ultramafic rocks from the southeast limb.

Calculated velocities

From the universal stage data used to construct the fabric
diagrams of Figs. 2-4, it is possible to compute the com-
pressional and shear-wave velocity as a function of direction
using the technique described by Crosson and Lin (1971), the
elastic constants of olivine and their derivatives with respect to
pressure (Kumazawa and Anderson 1969), the pressure appro-

priate for each sample, and the density of olivine. If the data
from more than one sample are used in such a computation, it
is possible to derive a composite velocity diagram analogous to
the composite fabric diagrams shown in Fig. 5. The com-
pressional wave velocity diagrams shown in Fig. 6, which were
computed by this means for the same samples, present the
average mantle velocity as a function of direction for each
massif in its present orientation.

In any anisotropic medium, two orthogonally polarized shear
waves travelling at different velocities will generally be ob-
served for any given propagation direction. The corresponding
maximum anq minimum shear wave velocities, Vsmaxand

\ .
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FIG. 3. Equal-area, lower hemisphere projections of [100], [010], and [001] axes of olivine plotted as Kamb diagrams for samples from the
Lewis Hills. The ultramafic samples are plotted in order of increasing proximity to the north-south shear zone in the center of the massif.
Projection contoured in 2(1 intervals, with lowest contour = 4(1; (1 = 2.75; E = 3(1; counting area A = 0.083; N = 100 for each sample.

Vsmin,computed for each propagation direction using the
Cristoffel equations, are also shown in Fig. 6 along with the
difference in velocity, ~ Vs.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the ultramafic sections in all four
massifs display a well developed compressional wave aniso-
tropy pattern in which the velocity ranges from a maximum of
more than 8.7 km/ s to a minimum of less than 8.2 km/ s.
Although the mean velocity, 8.5 km/ s, is higher than the mean
Pn velocity observed at sea (8.1 km/s), the difference is negli-
gible when the effects of temperature, pyroxene content, and
accessory minerals are taken into account (Christensen and
Salisbury 1979; Christensen and Lundquist 1982). In North
Arm Mountain, where the section studied is continuous, the
fast direction is aligned subperpendicular to the plane of the
sheeted dikes, and the compressional wave anisotropy in the
plane of the Mohorovicic discontinuity is about 5%, in excel-
lent agreement with both theory and observations at sea
(Christensen and Salisbury 1979). The orientation of olivine in
the ultramafic rocks on Blow Me Down Mountain, however, is
at odds with both theory and the observations on North Arm:
the fast direction is aligned parallel, rather than perpendicular,
to the dikes.

Within the two remaining massifs, Table Mountain and the
Lewis Hills, the compressional wave velocity diagrams are
similar, but their orientation with respect to the spreading direc-
tion cannot be determined with certainty because the sheeted
dikes have either been removed by erosion (Table Mountain)

E

222

(b)

or, if present, are found in a separate fault block (Lewis Hills).
Nonetheless, Fig. 1 suggests that the spreading direction can be
determined approximately for the Lewis Hills if the shear zone
is indeed a transform fault and the dikes in the western block
have suffered no rotation. On the eastern edge of the Lewis
Hills, the fast direction, which coincides with the olivine a axis
maximum, lies in the plane of the Mohorovicic discontinuity
and is aligned subparallel to the spreading direction defined
both by the transform fault and the dikes. As the fault is ap-
proached, however, the fast direction gradually rotates until it
is inclined 45° to the spreading direction, and there is a signifi-
cant decrease in the magnitude of the compressional wave
anisotropy, as shown by the relatively weak fabrics of samples
221 and 222 (Fig. 3b).

Although all four massifs display pronounced compressional
wave anisotropy, the shear wave anisotropy patterns are less
straightforward. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the faster of the two
shear waves (Vs max)propagating through the ultramafic units
travels at about the same velocity in all directions. On North
Arm Mountain, where the section is continuous, the slower
wave (Vs min)displays a weakly developed anisotropy pattern in
which the fast direction is aligned perpendicular to the sheeted
dikes, causing the shear wave splitting, ~ Vs, to be greatest
parallel to the dikes.

Implications and conclusions
During the course of this and our earlier studies in the Bay

\ .
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of Islands ophiolite complex (Christensen and Salisbury 1979),
we have determined the orientation of 4500 olivine grains in 45
field-oriented samples, including 37 ultramafic tectonites, two
plagioclase peridotites, and six olivine gabbros collected from
six widely spaced traverses representing all four massifs in the
complex. From the results of these studies, it is possible to
reach a number of important conclusions concerning both the
Bay of Islands ophiolite complex and the ocean crust and upper
mantle as a whole:

(1) First, except in the immediate vicinity of the shear zone
in the Lewis Hills, the ultramafic rocks and basal gabbros
throughout the Bay of Islands Complex display strong tectonite
fabrics with orthogonal olivine a, b, and c axis concentrations.
In addition, fabrics with band c girdles about a strong a
maximum are common. When these fabrics are intermixed, the
a axes are parallel, suggesting that the two fabrics are closely
related. This preferred orientation is consistent with high-
temperature plastic flow with slip on the (010) [100] and (Ok/)
[100] olivine slip systems (Raleigh 1968).

In the vicinity of the shear zone in the Lewis Hills, however,
the olivine fabrics are anomalous. If the shear zone were a
transform fault, the olivine a axes should be strongly aligned
parallel to the fault (A. Nicolas, personal communication,
1984) and the b axes should be aligned perpendicular. Instead,
the olivine a axis concentrations are extremely weak and the a
and b axis maxima trend obliquely to the fault. A second
deformation appears to have obliterated the fabric patterns still
observed in the ultramafic rocks to the east. We tentatively
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FIG. 5. Composite olivine fabric diagrams for ultramafic and gab-
broic samples from each massif of the Bay of Islands ophiolite com-
plex. Diagrams represent equal-area, lower hemisphere Kamb plots of
[100], [010], and [001] axes of olivine. Projection contoured in 2IT
intervals, with lowest contour = 4a; IT= 2.75; E = 3IT;counting area
A = 0.083; N = 300 (three samples, excluding 157) for Table Moun-
tain, 1200 (12 samples, excluding 116, 203C, 201C, and 202A) for
North Arm Mountain, 1300 (13 samples, excluding 58, 39A, 28, and
214A) for Blow Me Down Mountain, and 500 (five samples, exclud-
ing 219A, 221, and 222) for the Lewis Hills. Diagrams for Table
Mountain and North Arm Mountain based on data presented by Chris-
tensen and Salisbury (1979).

ascribe the origin of these fabrics to activation of the olivine
low-temperature slip system (110) [001] observed near contact
aureoles (e.g., Boudier and Coleman 1981).

(2) The olivine a axes in the basal gabbros lie subparallel to
the plane of the Mohorovicic discontinuity throughout the Bay
of Islands Complex, and where sheeted dikes are present, as on
North Arm Mountain, Blow Me Down Mountain, and the
Lewis Hills, the a axes are aligned perpendicular to the dikes.
This indicates that the lowermost gabbros are tectonites. If the
high-velocity basal layer of Sutton et al. (1971) corresponds to
such gabbroic tectonites, it would presumably display lower
velocities and thus be more difficult to detect parallel to the
ridge.

(3) In the underlying ultramafic tectonites, however, the
situation is much more complicated. The a axes always lie
subparallel to the plane of the Mohorovicic discontinuity, as in
the gabbros, and the ultramafic fabrics are strikingly uniform
within each massif, but on Blow Me Down Mountain and at
least locally in the Lewis Hills -the ultramafic fabric is rotated
with respect to that in the gabbros, suggesting a fault contact.

\ .
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N

FIG. 6. Composite compressional wave (Vp) velocity diagrams based on fabrics shown in Fig. 5 for Table Mountain, North Arm Mountain,
Blow Me Down Mountain, and the Lewis Hills. Also shown are composite projections for the maximum and minimum shear wave velocities,
Vsmaxand Vsmin,in kilometres per second and the shear wave splitting, ~ Vs, in kilometres per second. Velocity projections contoured in O.1
km/s intervals. Dashed great circles (North Arm Mountain and Blow Me Down Mountain) represent the attitude of the sheeted dikes, and solid
great circles (Table Mountain and North Arm Mountain) represent the attitudes of the boundary between the gabbros and the ultramafic units.
Dotted line (Blow Me Down Mountain) represents approximate attitude of proposed fault near mafic-ultramafic contact.

Where the gabbros and ultramafic rocks are structurally con-
tinuous, however, as on North Arm Mountain, the gabbroic
and ultramafic fabrics are continuous.

Two explanations can be invoked to explain these fabrics.
One possibility is that the ultramafic units originally had the
same orientation as the gabbros but that faulting and rotation
occurred between, and in some cases within, the four massifs
during emplacement of the complex on land. Alternatively, the
faulting and rotation could have occurred before emplacement,
in which case the observed fabric patterns are oceanic in origin.
Although we prefer the former interpretation because oceanic
mantle anisotropy seems to require regional continuity of fab-
ric, with the olivine a axes subparallel to spreading, and we feel
that the fabric in both the gabbros and ultramafics in anyone
massif must originally have formed in a common stress field,
we have no absolute grounds for deciding between the two. In
either case, the implications are far reaching:

If the olivine a axes in the gabbros and ultramafic units were
originally aligned perpendicular to the dikes and the dikes
themselves were parallel, as in Fig. 7a, then the relative trans-
lation and rotation of the massifs during emplacement were
comparatively simple (Fig. 7b), except in the case of Blow Me
Down Mountain, which divided into two sections, the lower of
which was rotated 90° with respect to the upper.

If the reconstruction shown in Fig. 7 is correct and the a axes
were aligned subparallel to the spreading direction throughout

the complex, then the compressional wave anisotropy was con-
sistent in magnitude and direction with that observed in the
oceanic upper mantle and was present on a scale comparable to
the path lengths required to determine mantle velocities in
marine refraction experiments (>20 km).

(4) Although the compressional wave anisotropy discussed
above has been amply documented at sea, the shear wave
patterns have not been observed. It is anticipated that the aniso-
tropic behavior of shear waves in the oceanic upper mantle
could be confirmed through observations with ocean bottom
seismometers. Because of the relative inefficiency of P to SH
energy conversion in seismic experiments at sea, however, it is
probable that the more diagnostic shear wave splitting patterns
shown in Fig. 6 can only be detected through the use of
clamped, three-component borehole seismometers.

If the alternative interpretation is correct, namely that local
decoupling and relative rotation of the oceanic crust and upper
mantle occurred before emplacement on land, then locales
must exist in the ocean basins where the olivine fabric is hetero-
geneous. Refraction studies suggest that the ridge crest is such
an environment, since seismic anisotropy is rarely observed in
young crust but appears to become pronounced with age
(Whitmarsh 1971). If the Bay of Islands ophiolite complex was
emplaced on land shortly after formation and thus reflects such
an environment, then the samples examined here suggest that
mantle fabrics in the vicinity of the ridge crest are only uniform

\ .
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FIG. 7. Relative orientation of Lewis Hills (LH), Blow Me Down
Mountain (BMD), North Arm Mountain (NA), and Table Mountain
(TM) before (a) and after (b) emplacement on land. Parallel lines show
dike orientation; spokes show orientation of a axes; arrows indicate
directions of translation and rotation.

on a scale of up to 10 km and that mantle flow patterns in the
upwelling zone are complex. This may explain why the fast
direction, which is generally parallel to spreading, has been
observed to deviate from it by as much as 18°(Keen and Barrett
1971). This also suggests that the oceanic crust may be locally
and perhaps regionally decoupled from the mantle and that
where this is the case the Mohorovicic discontinuity is marked
by a decollement.
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